
EASY CARE
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS

Following our Easy Care instruction guide and utilising our custom designed  
Easy Care bag will keep your product hygienic and long lasting. 

Join the 2 opposite hook strips together 
and keep them together throughout the 
washing and drying process.  

STEP 11

ROLL MyBurrow® along the strips.

STEP 22
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Insert the HOOK strips INTO the bag. 
Leave the FABRIC OUT of the bag. 

STEP 33

PULL the drawstring tight and secure. 
Always keep the hook strips away from 
the fabric by securing them inside the 
washing bag.   

STEP 44

Machine WASH and lay flat to dry. Keep the 
Velcro together throughout the process.  
 
Machine washing: Utilise a GENTLE cold 
cycle. Keep item separate as bright and 
dark colours may bleed. 

STEP 55
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HOW TO SET UP

MyBurrow® remains fixed in place* by utilising the hook (rough) side of Velcro on suitably 
compatible and secured carpets and rugs. Individuals and groups remain where MyBurrow® is 
positioned as it is placed in a specified area. Be sure that the compatible carpet is fixed onto 

the ground. When fixed the user can control their degree of proprioceptive input as they push 
up against the sensory panel. Do not position MyBurrow® so that the sensory panel is taut, 

rather allow it to sit loose on the carpet.

Remove MyBurrow® from the Easy Care 
bag and lay out flat. 

STEP 11
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MyBurrow® lies flat on the surface, but 
the stretch fabric should not be taut. 

STEP 22
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*PLEASE CHECK that your base is Velcro compatible PRIOR to purchase. 
We do not provide refunds for a non-compatible base.

HOW TO SET UP

MyBurrow® remains fixed in place* by utilising the hook (rough) side of Velcro on suitably 
compatible and secured carpets and rugs. Individuals and groups remain where MyBurrow® is 
positioned as it is placed in a specified area. Be sure that the compatible carpet is fixed onto 

the ground. When fixed the user can control their degree of proprioceptive input as they push 
up against the sensory panel. Do not position MyBurrow® so that the sensory panel is taut, 

rather allow it to sit loose on the carpet.

When releasing MyBurrow® from the 
surface, always pull up by the red handle. 
Pulling it from the stretchy fabric may 
damage the stitching.   

STEP 33

Store MyBurrow® by joining the 2 hook 
strips and press them firmly together. 

STEP 44

ALWAYS keep the Velcro away from 
the Lycra fabric. The drawstring bag is 
designed for both washing and storage.  
 
Velcro pressed together in the bag. The 
bag is tied off with the string and Velcro 
sides are IN and the lycra OUT.

STEP 55


